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Structure of the Structure of the 2P2P states of heliumstates of helium
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Spectroscopic determination of the fineSpectroscopic determination of the fine--structure structure 
constantconstant

Early determinations of Early determinations of αα were made from the hydrogen fine structure were made from the hydrogen fine structure 
(1954, 10 (1954, 10 ppmppm) and were limited by the short lifetime of the ) and were limited by the short lifetime of the 2p2p state.state.

Schwartz 1964: the lifetime of the Schwartz 1964: the lifetime of the 2233PP state of helium is two orders state of helium is two orders 
of magnitude longer. Theoretical description is difficult but poof magnitude longer. Theoretical description is difficult but possible.ssible.

Lewis and Lewis and SerafinoSerafino 1978: calculation of the helium fine structure up to 1978: calculation of the helium fine structure up to 
order morder mαα66. Determination of . Determination of αα up to 0.9 up to 0.9 ppmppm..

Present experimental precision is sufficient to determine Present experimental precision is sufficient to determine αα with a 5 with a 5 
ppb accuracy, which is comparable with the secondppb accuracy, which is comparable with the second--best determination best determination 
of of αα (4.6 ppb) from the atomic recoil effect. (4.6 ppb) from the atomic recoil effect. 



Theory and experiment: status 2006Theory and experiment: status 2006
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Theory and experiment: status 2009Theory and experiment: status 2009
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Theory and experiment: status 2010Theory and experiment: status 2010
K. Pachucki and 
V.A. Yerokhin,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 
104, 070403 

(2010)
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Expansion of the energy in powers of the fine-structure constant α

and the electron-to-nucleus mass ratio m/M

• Expansion is valid for systems with small nuclear charges Z

• Expansion coefficients are expressed in terms of matrix elements of 
some effective Hamiltonians with the nonrelativistic wave function of the 
reference state

Theory of the fine structure of light atoms Theory of the fine structure of light atoms 



Fine structure: main contribution Fine structure: main contribution 

Main contribution is given by the matrix element of the Main contribution is given by the matrix element of the BreitBreit Hamiltonian Hamiltonian 
with the electron anomalous magnetic moment included. It includewith the electron anomalous magnetic moment included. It includes all ms all mαα44

and mand mαα5 5 effectseffects. In the non. In the non--recoil limit, the effective Hamiltonian isrecoil limit, the effective Hamiltonian is



HigherHigher--order corrections order corrections 



NonrelativisticNonrelativistic energy and wave functionenergy and wave function

Korobov 2000, 2002



BetheBethe logarithm for heliumlogarithm for helium

Two main representations:Two main representations:
I)I) The integral representation (Schwartz 1961, The integral representation (Schwartz 1961, KorobovKorobov and and KorobovKorobov 1999):1999):

II) II) The sum over the spectrum (Drake and Goldman 1999 , The sum over the spectrum (Drake and Goldman 1999 , KorobovKorobov 2004):2004):



Relativistic correction to the Relativistic correction to the BetheBethe logarithmlogarithm



Helium fine structure: resultsHelium fine structure: results



Tests: checking the Tests: checking the hydrogenichydrogenic limitlimit

nonlogarithmic mα7 correction, in kHz/Z7 and kHz/Z6



Tests: comparison with experiment for different nuclear chargesTests: comparison with experiment for different nuclear charges
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Differences theory-experiment, in kHz/Z8

Higher-order effects (== theoretical uncertainty)
Experiments: Z=3  Riis et al. 1994 

Z=4  Scholl et al. 1993
Z=5  Dinneen et al. 1991
Z=7  Thompson et al. 1998
Z=9  Myers et al. 1999



Combining our theoretical prediction and the experimental resultCombining our theoretical prediction and the experimental result by by 
SmiciklasSmiciklas and Shiner [Phys. Rev. and Shiner [Phys. Rev. LettLett. 105, 123001 (2010)] for the . 105, 123001 (2010)] for the 
00→→2 interval in helium2 interval in helium, the fine, the fine--structure constant is determined with structure constant is determined with 
an accuracy of 29 ppb:an accuracy of 29 ppb:

αα--11 = 137.035 999 55 (64)= 137.035 999 55 (64)expexp(4)(4)numnum(390)(390)h.o.h.o.

Determination of the fine structure constantDetermination of the fine structure constant

From SmiciklasSmiciklas and Shinerand Shiner’’1010



ConclusionsConclusions

Theory and experiment agree for the fineTheory and experiment agree for the fine--structure intervals in structure intervals in 
helium as well as in Hehelium as well as in He--like ions. like ions. 

One of the most accurate tests of QED in light systems.One of the most accurate tests of QED in light systems.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results determines Comparison of theoretical and experimental results determines 
the fine structure constant with an accuracy of 29 ppb.the fine structure constant with an accuracy of 29 ppb.

Main uncertainty of determination comes from the higherMain uncertainty of determination comes from the higher--order order 
effects.effects.

Potential for further improvement (experimental determination Potential for further improvement (experimental determination 
of higherof higher--order contribution).order contribution).
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